WHY SELLING EXCESS
IS MORE EFFICIENT
THAN SCRAPPING
A Cyclops Electronics Case Study

OEMs can recoup more
money for their excess

A long-time partner of Cyclops Electronics had traditionally
scrapped quantities of excess stock to offset against its tax
liabilities.

inventories by working
with a third-party, as this
case study shows.

The company did this periodically and under current British
law, would be able to claim 19% of the stocks original value
back against a future tax bill.

This, however, was not the most efficient course of action.

By selling excess, our
partner:

Although the business was able to receive some financial
return for its surplus stock, there was a feeling that the
company was still getting a poor return.

Received an extra £25,000
Offset losses against a future tax bill
Improved its financial outlook

We were able to present a more attractive offer to help
manage their excess inventory. This allowed them to receive
a greater financial return, split between an upfront payment
and a sum to go towards their tax liabilities.

This meant the company received more money than they did
previously, and it ultimately improved the efficiency and
cost-effectiveness of their supply chain.

WE HELPED A COMPANY RECEIVE AN EXTRA
£25,000. HERE'S HOW.

THE PROBLEM

The company in question, an aerospace

After initial discussions, we were able to make

manufacturer, had accrued a large amount of

an outright bid to purchase the inventory.

excess inventory. The reasons for this were
varied, and will undoubtedly be familiar to all
OEMs and CEMs:

Crucially, our offer would still allow the
manufacturer to write off the stock’s
depreciation to claim back against a future tax

Minimum order or packaging quantities from
distributors, the purchasing of buffer stock to

bill, effectively giving them two revenue
streams instead of one.

cover increased production, the cancellation of
production projects, and redesign all meant
that inventory levels rose throughout the year.

Our method allowed the company to obtain a
total of £140,000 back from redundant stock,

This left the aerospace firm with stock that was
no longer required for production. This stock

split between their tax liability and an upfront
payment that would benefit the business
immediately.

was taking up valuable resources and
constricted warehouse space.

This allowed them to receive £25,000 more
Previously, the company had scrapped their

than if they had just written the stock off, as

excess stock for taxation

they traditionally had been doing.

purposes

The entire procedure took 3 weeks to realise
Aware of our services, they approached Cyclops
to see if we were able to offer an alternative

(from the moment the first offer was tabled)
and was managed through one point of

that would benefit the company financially and

contact.

ensure their purchasing department operated
as effectively as possible.

As we managed the transfer and the
inventorying of goods, we removed timeconsuming processes from the manufacturer,
enabling them to free up valuable human
resources.

All of this combined meant that the company

OUR SOLUTION

not only received a greater financial return for
their stock, they also recouped previously

The company stated their excess stock had an

‘wasted’ manpower and resources, which were

original value of £575,000. Under normal

re-invested in both new and existing projects

circumstances, they would be able to claim

within the organisation.

20% back against their tax liability for the
following financial year. This would equate to
£115,000.

Our Plan:

As end-of-life and excess inventory, the stock
was essentially worthless to the company and
they were looking to achieve the highest

Brought the customer a greater
financial return of £25,000

Introduced a new stream of revenue
to the business

financial return possible.

Allowed the customer to retain
certain taxation benefits
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THINKING OF SCRAPPING?
THINK AGAIN.

Glen Bodilly sits down to discuss excess inventories
and why scrapping is never the answer.

Glen Bodilly joined Cyclops Electronics in
1999. During his 19 years with one of the UK’s
most renowned independent distributors, he
has progressed through a variety of sales
roles and now oversees the company’s

What is the biggest misconception when it
comes to excess inventories?

international excess stock division.
Too many manufacturers see excess in a
Drawing on his experience within the

completely negative light and simply scrap it. We

industry, what are his thoughts on issues

want to prove otherwise.

surrounding the management of excess
inventories of electronic components? And

Cyclops offers other solutions that not only take

are today's manufacturers missing an

away the hassle of managing excess, but also

opportunity to generate additional income

produce a greater return.

from redundant inventories?
Scrapping is an easy fix, though. Why
Excess is something all manufacturers will

should OEMs explore alternatives?

have to contend with. How can OEMs best

Scrapping can be an easy fix and the headline

manage it?

figures associated with writing off the stock for
For manufacturers, nothing can be certain,

taxation purposes can be appealing. However, this

except for excess and taxes. Even the most

is not always the case. Scrapping incurs costs and

efficient supply chains will leave

consumes valuable resources.

manufacturers with excess stock, and then
there’s other issues such as changing

Instead, OEMs can unlock more revenue by

consumer, manufacturing and technological

working with an excess inventory partner.

demands.
How, exactly?

It’s unfortunate and frustrating but
ultimately, it’s inevitable.

We recently put together a deal with a UK
aerospace manufacturer that had traditionally

The best solution is to prepare for it. Have a

scrapped their excess inventory to offset the loss

structure in place that you can rely on and

against future tax liability.

know what it is you are trying to achieve.
Under current UK regulations, the business would
Do you, for example, want to sell it quickly or

be able to claim 19% of the stock’s original value

work with a third party to optimise a financial

back against their tax liability by destroying it.

return?
However, we tabled a more beneficial plan of
How does Cyclops help its customers

action.

manage their excess?

The OEM sold the stock to us but was still able to
Since becoming Excess Manager, I have

offset the depreciation realised between original

helped Cyclops invest heavily in the excess

purchase costs and their sale price to us.

division and we pride ourselves on a simple
approach to help maximise return on
investment whilst providing a tailored plan
for each circumstance.
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This meant they received an upfront payment
for the stock and was still able to offset the
write off value against future tax liability.

"By working with Cyclops
In total, the OEM was able to recoup £25,000
more (a 23.7% increase) by working with us.

The entire process took 3 weeks to realise and

Electronics, we received an
immediate cash boost to our

was managed through one point of contact.

business. Something we'd not

We’re actively buying excess inventory on an

realised was possible previously

international scale. We have purchased over
£7 million worth of stock in the last year and
are keen to work with more manufacturers to

when managing our excess
inventory."

help them maximise the value held in their
excess.

If you would like to enhance the financial
forecast for your excess stock of electronic
components, contact us today for a free
demonstration of the benefits to working
with Cyclops Electronics.
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